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SeLOLiITics 

OLITICS is the science and art 
of government, or, in a closer 
sense, the relation of the citizen 
with government. Government 
is the organ of the social organ- 

ization, the embodiment of the social order, 
the largest generalization of the faculties and 
activities of humankind, in an association of 

all for the good of each — the community, the 
common-weal, the common-wealth, the state, 

the nation. It is a natural evolution, and 

among some animals, as the beaver, the ant, 
the bee, a high degree of communal life, in- 
volving a guasz government, is developed in 
obedience to instinct.. As in economics and 
society man fulfills his private relations with 
his fellows, so in politics he fulfills his public 
relations. The art of politics concerns every 
man and woman in the community, whether 
in sharing the active duties of the citizen, or 
in helping to make public opinion, or in ful- 
filling that highest and most honorable of 
callings, under a true politics, the service of 
the state as a representative of the people. 

For the greatest nation, like all organiza- 
tions, is made up of atoms — the individual 
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Public Opin- citizens. The aggregate, or average, of their 
ion the con- 
trolling 
Factor 

The Citi- 
zen’s Right 
and Duty 

opinions makes public opinion, which, by 
more or less direct action, is in modern 

states finally the controlling factor. In pol- 
itics as in gravitation, in the destiny of a 

nation as in the shaping of the universe, 
each atom counts. In the court of the pub- 
lic each man is a juror. Even the citizen 
who, in a representative government, fails to 
go to the polls, exercises responsibility and 
influence negatively, and his abstinence may 
give the “casting vote” its power. No mod- 
ern man can evade his responsibility for the 
state of which he is a part. Each man is to 
have his fair chance. But he, and all others, 

get this chance only as he, and all others, do 
their individual duty. 

It is of first importance in politics as an 
art of life that the citizen should truly know 
and rightly face his right and duty, and do 
his part in his government, and appreciate 
its relations with him. For he shapes it and 
it shapes him. It is delusive to assume that 
government arose from “social compact” in 
a primitive and lofty age, and has degener- 
ated under the usurpations of despotic mon- 
archs, and takes care of itself and is bound ~ 
to come out right when again it becomes a 
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OF POLITICS 
firee democracy.” ' A’ government, like*a 
man, is a growth, made by many influences 
—in the large view a growth upward, but 
ever needing alert watchfulness to keep it to 
the highest standard of its actual possibili- 
ties. A monarchy may be among the most 
liberal, a democracy among the most de- 
spotic, of governments. In government, as 

in all else, the letter may be one, and the 

spirit other. 
To know a government, we must ask indeed 

not only what is the form in which it has 
historically developed, but more vitally where 
is the sovereignty and who are masters, what 
is the public service and how it is controlled, 
what are the functions and ends of the gov- 
ernment. The form may be of monarchy, 
aristocracy, democracy ; simple or highly dif- 
ferentiated into executive, legislative, judicial 
relations; with or without councils, one, two, 

or more, and departmental divisions ; defined 

by a written constitution, or only by custom, 
tradition, the national spirit. The sovereignty 
may be theoretically with a king or with the 
people; and the mastery practically with a 
usurper or the king’s advisers or a parliament, 
or with a party, a cabal, a plutocracy, a “ring,” 
or a “boss.” The public service may be of 
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capable, experienced, trained, skilled states- 
men and employees, or of “ politicians ’’ who 
have made that word of honor into a by-word, 
and of “heelers” “ out of ajob.)™ Taeesem 
vants may be deliberately, wisely, discrimina- 
tively selected by the masters, and promptly 
and easily controlled; or. the house’ politic 
may be given over to the servants, ruling the 
masters from below. The purpose and func- 
tion of a government may be to protect each 
man in his rights and liberties and do no 
more, or to conduct and control the business 

as well as political affairs of the social or- 
ganization. To know what our government 
really is, all these questions must be faced 
and answered. The large workings of large 
laws at once reveal themselves, but in and 

with and of these is the influence of the indi- 
vidual — the atom which, responsive to grav- 
itation, makes up the motion of the mass. 

The simplest government of early times 
was that of the family or home by the parent, 
the natural head. This is the primal molecule 
of society, uniting the personal atoms. As 
in chemistry, molecules of like kind form a 
simple substance, and molecules of unlike 

kinds, placed in chemical association, become 
8 
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organized into a complex substance from 
which the higher organization proceeds, so 
from the social molecule two types of gov- 
ernment were evolved, the first based on kin- 

ship, the family, the rule of race, tribal gov- 

ernment ; the later based on neighborhood, 
the home, the rule of place, local government. 
The early pastoral peoples, living in tents, 
wandering with their herds, fighting if need 
be for fresh feeding-grounds, mobilized, war- 
like, aggressive, led by the patriarch or by 
the head-man who succeeded, developed a 
centralized, military government, in its na- 
ture hereditary or successive, aristocratic, de- 
spotic. As men became more and more fixed 
in one place, tilling their own fields, dwelling 

in their own homes, settled, peaceful, defen- 

sive, battling only with nature or for their 
own rights, there was developed the localized, 
civil government, in its nature selective or 
elective, democratic, free. Our English 

speech reflects these types indeed in two 
sets of words : the one relating to the family 
or kin—as king or kinman, kingdom; cap- 
tain, chieftain, meaning head (caput) man ; 
soverain, meaning the superior (superanum) 
or supreme man; emperor, meaning com- 
mander (2mperator), empire; realm, regal, 
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royal, from vex, the ruler ; nation, those born 

(xatus) of one nativity ; the other relating to 
the home or land—as town, meaning a 
fenced place or inclosure (¢owx) ; burgh (from 
burrow), a place of shelter, burgher ; city, citi- 
zen, civil, civic, from a form (czvzs) cognate 
with guzes, meaning a quiet or rest place, the 
hive or home ; domicile, a little or private home 
(domus), domain, dominion ; state (status) or 

estate. The struggles of these two types 
have produced many of the great conflicts 
of history, and in most cases the resultant 
between the two forces, under the various 
conditions of each nation, gives that nation 
to-day its actual and distinctive form of gov- 
ernment. So, in speech, the two sets of | 
words have mingled, although in our Amer- 
ican Union the word “state,” retained for 
the territorial units, and the word “ nation,” 
used for the centralized power, have much 
of their distinctive significance. 

The dominance of the race-idea survived 
Race- and in the characteristics of the Arab tribes, the 

peer SON, Jewish nation, the Latin races, the Scotch 
and Irish clans; of the place-idea in Greece, 
Russia, Germany, Holland, England, Amer- 

ica. The children of Israel, a nomad people, 

losing identity and patriarchal government 
10 
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when settled in the land of Egypt, were 
roused from the sleep of serfdom by their 
greatest of leaders and trained anew, under 
their theocratic government, by their wander- 
ings in the wilderness and by the ruthless 
command to destroy the heathen of their new 
land, to become the great representative of 
the race-idea, homeless, yet a nation in the 
midst of nations. In modern history, espe- 
cially, types cross and forms mingle: France, 
racial and military, has the semblance of a 
republic; Germany, a birthplace of freedom, 

and Russia, land of the democratic #zr and 

of local self-government, are to-day ruled by 
despotic monarchs in conflict with the peo- 
ple ; England, a democracy, has the form of 
monarchy and empire; America, a democratic 
republic, restricts immigration and denies its 
presidency to those of alien birth. But, inthe 
large historic view, the nations first-named 
have been the “ subjects” or clannish devo- 
tees of a tribal or personal government, con- 
querors for the sake of conquest, marauders 
for the value of the prey: the countries last- 
named have been the homes of free men, 

revolting against tyrants in defense of their 
homes and rights, organized in village com- 
munity, town, city, state, for local home-rule 
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by the people, colonists rather than conquer- 
ors, establishing self-governing colonies and 
waging war and annexing territory chiefly 
to maintain or safeguard them. Splendid 
were the flashing triumphs of the Czsars, 
the Moors, Napoleon, Spain, but their glories 
faded before the staying power of the home- 
land peoples, amalgamating and assimilating 
many races in a fatherland of adoption and 
planting colonies of peaceful dominion. Rus- 
sia when emancipated, Germany freed, Eng- 

land bulwarked by self-governing colonies, 
and in danger only when strength overrides 
justice and strangles development, America 
if she can preserve the spirit of free demo- 
cracy, rejecting alike plutocracy and social- 
ism, —these mark the survival of the fittest 

in government and enter the twentieth cen- 
tury as leaders of the world. 

As the Greek cities, at first the residence 

of the head of a family or a king of tribes, 
grew to be the home of a settled citizenry, 
the city (Greek o/zs, whence our word “ poli- 
tics’’), though still made up by gezs or fam- 
ilies, became itself the state. Their history 
caused Aristotle to consider government a 
cycle of changes, first monarchy, the rule of 
“one,” degenerating into tyranny ; this over- 
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come by aristocracy, the rule of a “best” 
class, in turn degenerating into oligarchy, its 
abuse by the “few;” that overborne by de- 
mocracy, the rule of the people, in its turn 
degenerating into anarchy, the “no-rule”’ of 
the mob, and suppressed by the strong hand 
of anew monarch. But the Athenian demo- 
cracy was never the rule of a majority of all, 
but a government of classes, into which the 
suburbans, ‘“‘men of the mountains” a few 

miles north, and “men of the shore” a few 
miles south from Athens, forced their way 
only after long struggle, and which always 
excluded not only slaves but many free 
dwellers within the walls. And ancient gov- 
ernment in all its forms was a collectivism, 
in which the citizen was the servant of the 
state rather than the state the agent of the 
citizen. Within the city, and among the 
cities leagued together, there was delegated 
government, in which various functions were 
delegated to many officials and councils ; but 
representative government, by which distant 
peoples could take part in action at a polit- 
ical centre, was unknown to the ancients, 

Ancient 
Government 
a Collectiv- 
ism 

and the great city of Rome, developing from | 
the type of the Greek city into the dominion 
of an empire, fell before the demoralization 
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of its democracy and the weight of its vast 
possessions, into imperialism, decadence, and 
death. 
When the Teutonic tribes, developed in 

the democratic system of their village com- 
munities, but still retaining their tribal mo- 
bility and their allegiance to their war-leaders, 
overwhelmed Rome, the grants of estates 
made by kings to their barons, conditioned 
on military service, developed the feudal sys- 
tem which made possible the transition to 
the modern state. A hierarchy of nobles, 

among whom the king was chief baron, began 
to wrest from the sovereign charters or con- 
cessions limiting or defining personal sover- 
eignty and recognizing rights of self-govern- 
ment and home-rule. Beginning with Magna 
Charta, truly the great writing of Anglo- 
Saxon liberty, this process of limitation of 
the central power, of separation of functions, 
of analysis, answering to a centrifugal force 
in government, has evolved in England a 
democracy preserving the semblance of a 
monarchy, limited by a constitution unwritten 
save in “the common law.” Thus the polit- 
ical rights of man have been affirmed, and 
the freeman has succeeded, in fact if not in 
name, the subject. 
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In New England the process was the re- 
verse. The settlers, freemen presently in 
name as in fact, banded settlements into 

colonies, leagued these into federations, 
united states into a nation, surrendering at 
each step to the central government a dele- 
gated authority over its local constituents. 

The New 
England 
Process 

This process of synthesis, obeying a centrip- 
etal force in government, has developed in 
our democratic republic a trend toward an 
autocracy, unrecognized by law and irrespon- 
sible, which makes possible party domination, 
the “ boss” and the plutocrat in politics. As 
England, a monarchy, has become more 
democratic, America, a republic, has become 

‘more despotic. Public opinion, in England, 
responsive to a “question” asked in the 
Commons, controls Parliament and the 

Crown ; but a party boss, in America, com- 

pels a legislature or an executive to defy the 
popular will, trusting to forgetfulness at the 
next election, as no prime minister could do. 
Russia, developed like America by agerega- 
tion from its local communities, the demo- 

cratic mzr, has become centralized by like 
process into the most despotic autocracy of 
the age, and the centrifugal force re-asserts 
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itself in seething though suppressed revolu- 
tion. 

The simplest form of direct democratic 
government, “of the people, by the people, 
for the people,’ is the New England town 
meeting. In the village community, as in 
Athens of old, the voters themselves meet, 

debate, vote their decisions, and select men 

to execute them. That is possible and ade- 
quate only for neighborhood affairs, known 
directly to all. This is not representative, 
but direct government; free and full discus- 
sion is invited; the minority is expected to 
make itself usefully heard. But the town 
meeting cannot meet continuously or often ; 
it cannot decide on matters outside its neigh- 
borhood, in which other people are con- 
cerned. The select-emen come to represent 
it between whiles; it presently elects re- 
presentatives to join with those from other 
places in deciding matters common to all. 

Thus representative government begins. 
When the representatives meet, it is, at the 

first stage, as a deputized town meeting. But 
the deputies have not the common interest 
nor the specific knowledge from which to 
act. Committees are appointed to make 

16 
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specific inquiries and recommend action. 
As questions become more numerous and 
more complex, the representative is less able 
to decide for himself: “government by com- 
mittee’’ begins. Meanwhile, large questions 
develop, on which men divide into parties ; 
and ‘government by party”’ crosses govern- 
ment by committee. As a legislature, or 
“veneral court,’ or congress, or parliament 
makes decisions for the people in the form 
of “laws,” it is necessary to have adminis- 
trative officers to execute these decisions, 

and as questions arise of interpretation or 
application of a constitution, written or tra- 
ditional, or of a law, it is necessary to have 
judicial officers to determine them. Thus 
the legislative, executive, and judicial func- 
tions of government are differentiated. 

As the scope of government broadens, 
geographically and otherwise, beyond the 
village and township functions, there results 
finally another differentiation based on terri- 
torial grounds. The villages or towns, or in 
the South the landed estates which formed 
its unit of settlement, are aggregated into the 
county or shire, originally a semi-tribal kind 
of government which we have inherited from 
England. The State, originating from the 
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early colonies or amalgamations of them, or 

developed from “territories’’ as these were 
settled, represents the sovereignty of the 
people and is supreme, except as the united 
States have delegated their larger powers, 
especially in foreign relations, to our federal 
nation. Thus have come into being the 
complexities and cross-lines of our govern- 
ments, unparalleled elsewhere, amidst which 
the individual citizen is too often confused 
in his duties or misled by selfish or errant 
leaders. This complexity is increased by 
the development of the modern city. 

As the modern city has evolved from the 
village, the town, its complex conditions pre- 

sent intricate questions of business adminis- 
tration which neither the people at large nor 
legislative bodies can effectively handle. A 
municipality does not need to pass laws, but 
only to make and enforce regulations, in 
their nature specific and technical. Alder- 
men, councils, municipal legislatures and 
assemblies, with general functions, have in 
practice proved useless bodies in cities, 
prone to degenerate into corruption. Suc- 
cessful municipal government follows the 
type of corporate industrial organizations, 
organized to do business. The citizens are 

18 
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the shareholders, whose function is to decide 
large lines of policy and to obtain capable 
executive ability to execute their will. In a 
great city, questions of street construction 
and maintenance, sewers, water supply, fire 

prevention, lighting, police, sanitation, build- 
ings, bridges, and the like, are engineering 
and administrative problems requiring the 
highest technical experience and skill, ut- 
terly different from questions of domestic 
policy or foreign relations which are the 
concern of State and nation, and altogether 
apart from state or national party divisions. 
The proper method of municipal government 
is one which makes it easy for the people to 
decide, by popular vote, what they will do 
and pay for collectively and what they will 
leave to private enterprise, and then to pro- 
vide for capable business skill to adminis- 
ter the collective enterprises. In England 
municipal development is more or less under 
the centralized and continuous control of a 
national “ Board of Trade ;” in America the 
“charters” of cities presume “home-rule,”’ 
but party interference from state legislatures 
is rather the rule than the exception. 

Thus in the modern evolution of govern- 
- ment there has come to be a gradation of 
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Gradation of governments within one country, from the 
Govern- 
ments 

Whatisa 
Nation ? 

national or general government representing 
the citizens in relation to foreign powers and 
in general domestic interests, to the local or 
municipal government which administers as 
to the necessities or conveniences of neigh- 
borhood life, with intermediate governments 
of which in America the most notable is the 
State, sovereign within its territory, but dele- 
gating external and interstate authority to 
the federation of the United States. It is of 
the very essence of good government that 
each grade of government should have its 
functions and purposes clearly differentiated 
from other grades, and that the intermediate 
grades should not be multifarious and con- 
fusing, to the perplexity of the voter-citizen. 
The criss-cross of administrative districts in 
England, and the multiplicity of elective 
officers in America, are serious obstacles to 

intelligent participation in and control of 
government by the individual. 

The question ‘“ What is a nation?” is in 
itself not of simple answer, for it requires 
recognition of the complex and subtle forces 
which make each nation what it is. Rivers 
were of old the boundary lines of countries, 
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but with steam the waterways are highways, 
uniting and not dividing, and the physical 
seat of a nation is rather the valleys of great 
river systems, from source to sea, bounded 

by the mountain barriers. Thus Germany 
must have from France its other side of the 
Rhine, to complete the German fatherland. 
But neither place nor race alone to-day 
makes or determines a nation. A modern 
authority defines the state as the politically 
organized people of a particular land. Race- 
tendency, the heat line, climate, the physical 
environment, the standard of comfort, the 

education of the people, literature and art, 
the character and influence of leaders, belief, 
customs, — all these make the life and direct 

the growth of a nation, in short make the 
nation, Conquest or federation may indeed 
bring within the dominion of a nation terri- 
tory and peoples not truly a part of it, as 
Poland captured by Russia and Hungary 
linked with Austria, or partition may sepa- 
rate natural compatriots, as Belgium from 
France. The ideal nation is of one people 
speaking the same tongue, having the same 
customs, dwelling in one fatherland as in 
Germany, or assimilated into an adopted 
country as in America. The kind and 

} et 
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amount, the quality and quantity, of govern- 
ment proper to each community develop 
from these conditions, and their careful study 
is the first requisite of the art of politics, of 
politics as an art of life, of practical politics 
in fact. 

Under all forms of government, “sover- 
eignty,” or supremacy, is the defining test of 
state or nation. For the doctrine of sover- 
eignty, though originating from race and 
personal government, has been applied in 
fullest extent to place and democratic govern- 
ment —in fact marks the culmination and 
union of both. It is founded on the theory 
of absolute rule by an infallible ruler who 
has supreme right over the lives and pro- 
perty of his “subjects.” ‘The king can do 
no wrong” and therefore cannot be sued; he 
owns all the land and can therefore exercise 
right of “eminent domain;” he can require 
his people to defend him, even with their 
lives and all their fortune, and can therefore 

draft them into military service and levy war 
taxes to the full of their wealth. No person 
in civilized countries now believes in this 
“divine right” of kings— except the Em- 
peror of Germany, and his people do not 
agree with him. Yet it remains the theo- 
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retic basis of statehood, tempered in England 
by traditional and evolutionary limitations, 
and transferred with independence to our own 
States. With us there is no personal govern- 
ment and “each man is a sovereign.”” But 
“the people,” that is, all the people together, 
are sovereign, and have all rights over each 
person, and they exercise this sovereignty 
through the State, except so far as the States 
have unitedly delegated or transferred this 
sovereignty to the federated nation. The 
State, and not the United States, is sover- 

eign over, that is, finally owns, all the land 
inside its boundaries, and within the provi- 
sions of the constitution requiring adequate 
compensation can take private land for public 
use, either for itself or for such guasz-public 
use as by a railroad corporation. Neither a 
State nor the United States can be sued by 
a citizen, who must have recourse to the de- 
vice of suing a government official through 
whom any wrong has been done. Citizens 
may be required, by draft, to expose their 
lives for the common defense, though not for 
external war, by either State or federal gov- 
ernment ; and each, within its constitutionally 

prescribed field, may levy taxes to any neces- 
sary extent. This nation has indeed carried 
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the doctrine of sovereignty to its extreme 
extent, by assuming that sovereignty can be © 
acquired by purchase, as in the case of the 
Philippines, and considering those who do 
not agree to the transferas “rebels” against 
constituted authority. In our domestic af- 
fairs, we are protected against abuse of this 
sovereign power by the specific limitations 
of a written constitution, determining the 
limits of the power both of State and na- 
tion, as by the right of habeas corpus, the 
provision that property shall not be taken 

save by due process of law, and the limit- 
ing of militia duty to home defense. In a 
federated or federal government, sovereignty 
is thus partitioned by agreement, and the 
central power becomes usually the seat of 
sovereignty in its foreign relations with other 
sovereignties. 

As sovereignty can be enforced to the ex- 
treme, it is commonly assumed that both 

law and government rest in the last analysis 
upon force, or immediately upon fear of force. 
But this is like saying that health rests upon 
fear of disease. It is acquiescence in the 
social order which makes government possi- 
ble and is its foundation. All communities 
are more or less self-governing: most peo- 
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ple behave themselves, mind their own busi- 
ness, respect the rights of their fellows, and 
do not require the attention of the police. 
Otherwise, the task of government would be 
well-nigh impossible, and anarchy would be 
in sight. Even barbarous tribes find the 
self-restraint which is the first condition of 
their progress, in the rudimentary but all- 
powerful government of customary law, 
habit, and superstition ; while the peoples of 
higher moral development and organization 
find statutory law and punishment necessary 
chiefly for that minority constituting the 
criminal class. The great body of men do 
not transgress laws, if they are laws of nature 
and of ‘“‘common sense,” but respect them 
unwritten. Thus government becomes more 
and more a formalized adjustment of complex 
relations growing up with the complexities 
of civilization. These adjustments can be 
made only by general agreement, and thus 
in the progress of the world the best and > 
most stable form of government has come to 
be that which develops self-government in 
the highest degree and promotes a wholesome 

_ public opinion to which the administrators are 
quickly responsive. England lost her Ameri- 
can colonies, and has had chronic trouble 

25 
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with Ireland, because she failed to afford 
them adequate measure of home-rule, while 
she has succeeded in maintaining relations 
with Canada and Australia by developing 
their self-government ; and her dangers in the 
East are because the iron hand still rules in 
India and outbreaks follow the disregard of 
the natural government of the native peo- 
ples. As that education is best which de- 
velops a man to self-government, in accord 
with natural law, so it would seem that form 
of government is best which develops a self- 
governing community, in accord with natural 
law. | 

Under any and every form of govern- 
ment, and not least in the highly organized 
communities where self-zovernment is most 
developed, there must be selection of those 
who are to do the actual work of adminis- 
tration. Every engine, however truly built, 
requires an engineer to run it, every machine 
some oneto keep itin repair. No engine is of 
use without a good engineer, and no machin- 
ery of government without good administra- 
tors. A good engineer may. do more with 
a poor engine than a poor engineer with a 
good engine; a fit monarch may be better 
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than an unfit president. An all-important 
question in the art of government is how 
the selection of its administrators shall be 
made, — 
Now the process of natural selection must 

vary according to what is to be selected. In 
simple pastoral life, the man of greatest ex- 

perience, of length of years, the patriarch, 
was the fit ruler. In fighting times, under 
hereditary rule, if the king’s heir did not 
prove himself a good fighter, he was replaced 
by force of arms or displaced by polite de- 
vice, and the great captain, the real com- 
mander, succeeded to the real headship. But 
under the complex relations of modern gov- 
ernment these simple processes are not ade- 
quate. Ina given form of government, the 
best government is government by the best, 
the most fit, men. If aristocracy were as 
good as its word, if class government were 
government by the best class, it would have 
earned the right to survive. But it has not 
so proved. Carlyle put forth a simple and 
sufficing recipe for good government in 
lind your Fiero and obey him.’ This 
again is the best government, the rule of 
the best. But first, to catch your hare, or 

your Hero — how shall that be done? It is 
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in this first question that the rub comes, and 

this simple recipe fails. Carlyle was quite 
ready indeed to name the Hero, — but his 
choice was not always beyond impeachment. 
It becomes evident that the Hero must some- 
how be selected, or elected, and democracy 

is, on the whole, the best instrument yet 
devised to that end. 

If, indeed, democracy were but a count of 

noses, there might be more reason to despair 
of it. But humankind is not organized on 
that basis. The Declaration of Independ- 
ence, in asserting that all men are created 
equal, means equal before the law. Other- 
wise it would put democracy and all govern- 
ment on a false basis, not in accord with 

fact. For men do not wear hats of the 
same size, nor can any Declaration or other 
means bring them to that equality. They 
differ in quality as well as in quantity of 
brains ; and education, which can do much, 
cannot overcome born differences. If every 
man is as good as another and a little better, 
it is anarchy, no-headedness, that is in sight. 
Who shall be rulers, and who ruled — this 

is as much a question to democracy as to 
any form of government. It is fraternity, 
the brotherhood of man, that forms an actual 
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basis for democracy. And in government, 
as in the family itself, as in all forms of or- 
ganization, there must be division of labor, 
according to capabilities. As the ruler is no 
longer the chief fighter, he can no longer 
fight himself into rule; the ballot has been 
devised to select him. 
An essential of democracy is therefore the 

free play of that leadership which always ex- 
ists among men, no matter how few. ‘“‘There’s 
naught men crave so much as leadership.” But 
leadership, like most attributes of humanity, 
is a relative quality : there is no set line be- 
tween leaders and led. Each man is a leader 
to some of his fellows, and looks to others or 

to some other, avowedly or unconsciously, as 
his leader. Thus a democratic state is built 
together. The communist, seeking equality 
of property and person, seeks first a leader 
toward his destructive millennium who will 
preach down leadership while he fulfills it. 
It is a fact that this natural and necessary 
leadership is often more actively asserted, 
particularly in modern city life, by lower 
than by upper men, and this reversal is one 
of the failures of democracy. 

There is no doubt that democracy has had 
its failures. But no system of government 
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devised by and for humanity has been with- 
out failures—and, on the whole, greater 
failures. This is but saying that humanity 
is not perfect. Kings never governed so 
wisely but that, sooner or later, they must 
be discrowned ; emperors but that their em- 
pires must be sundered. The hybrid rule of 
aristocracy was but an unstable equilibrium 
that presently became the rule of the one or 
the rule of the many. Democracy, after all, 
is the resultant of the political law of gravi- 
tation. It is an early form of government; 
it is also, in the evolution of civilization, the 
highest and perhaps the final type. It is 
the only type in which the pyramid stands on 
its base, not on its apex. 

For all modern states of high development 
approach with more or less rapidity demo- 
craticrule. In Germany, the Emperor, hold- 
ing to his theory of personal sovereignty in 
face of events, fights a losing battle against 
parliamentary government, and the signs of 
the times point to the resurrection of demo- 
cracy in Russia, following the emancipation 
of the serfs and an increasing freedom of 
thought and of speech, redeeming that great 
land from autocratic power. In England, 
constitutional monarchy survives because it 
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‘is no other than a democracy. The Crown 
has no will against the people’s will— that 
were high treason, were it still worth while 
to cut off kings’ heads. The Lords can dono 
more than move arrest of judgment, and set 
the Commons to think twice. Because Eng- 
land has developed into a democracy which 
is not also a republic, let us not haggle about 
names: let rather this democracy and that 
democracy compare notes, to see what in the 
other’s system may better its own. | 
And the tendency is not only toward de- 

mocracy, but toward the extreme of universal 
suffrage. There are fond mothers who wish 
the universe were so constructed that chil- 
dren might learn to swim before they dare 
the water, and timorous statesmen wish that 

universal suffrage might not come until the 
people are trained to it. Nature insists on 
the heroic method ; it is her way because it 
is the only way. It is for parents, by alert 
care, to prevent danger; it is for the educated, 
in like manner, to assist the ignorant against 
their ignorance. Undoubtedly, there is dan- 
ger. The sudden revolutions of republican- 
izing, not yet republican, France, illustrate 
the danger. The history of our Southern 
States since the civil war illustrates the dan- 
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ger. Itis real. But it is not overwhelming. 
Responsibility can only be learned through 
responsibility. And it is never illiteracy 
that has the casting vote: that belongs with 
the men who, thinking, lead. If they will 
—of course, if they will! If they will not, 
it is not for them to cast stones. 

Suffrage has been associated historically 
with the more active, the male sex. As the 

passive sex has become more active, woman 
suffrage has become a practical question. 
Since women have claimed and won the right 
to earn their living, to hold property, to serve 
the state, their right to vote seems indeed a 
logical sequence. It is perhaps a question 
whether it is worth while to add to woman- 
kind this burden of responsibility, to add to 
the suffrage this increase of machinery, by 
a duplication which might avail little and 
would cost much. With the woman of con- 
science, of education, of high purpose, add- 
ing her vote to that of the best men, must 
come also to the polls the woman of degra- 
dation, of ignorance, ready to sell her vote 

as she sells herself. The influence of woman 
in politics need be no less vital because she 
does not take mechanical part in voting; if 
she, as mother, wife, sister, daughter, calls 
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to the manhood of the nation to come up 
higher, it responds. There could be no war 
in a nation where women oppose war except 
as in the defense of homes and honor, men 

and women alike respond, each in their way, 
to the nation’s need. | 

The form of government evolved for our 
day is thus a democracy of universal suf- 
frage, responsive to responsible leaders. The 

_ method of government must accordingly pro- 
vide against unintelligent and hasty action 
by the crowd under intoxication of brute im- 
pulse or bad leadership, and provide for the 
selection and direction of fit and true leaders. 
A wide and wholesome education, that shows 

the real relations underlying mere surface 
relations, is thus the first need of democracy. 
America early recognized this fact by her 
system of common schools. The founders 
of the American Constitution, who have 

proved to be among the wisest of men, pre- 
scribed many checks against hot-blooded 
action by the people, some of which have 
proved most effective and others singularly 
ineffective. Sir Henry Maine speaks of 
the safeguards over the amendment of the 
Constitution, requiring now the concurrent 
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action of a hundred legislative chambers or 
the people of nearly fifty States; of the func- 
tions of the Supreme Court; of the denial to — 
the States of power to impair the obligations 
of contracts —as “like those dams and dikes. 

. controlling the course of a mighty river 
which begins amid mountain torrents, and 
turning it into one of the most equable water- 
courses in the world.” Contrariwise, the 
electoral college does not elect: it proves 
but an awkward device that complicates mat- 
ters. The executive was intended to be in- 
dependent of Congress; but the power of 
confirmation vested in the upper house, 
through the spoils system, “courtesy of the 
Senate,” tenure-of-office laws, soon developed 
dependence. The Senate itself, contrived 
to prevent bad laws, has served to obstruct — 
good ones: it has become not an aristocracy 
conserving, but a plutocracy opposing, which 
is not good. The upper house, in many ~ 

State legislatures, is the stronghold of cor- 
ruption. The alternative method of electing 
United States senators by State legislatures, 
adopted in preference to direct election by 
the people of the State, has promoted the 
election of State legislators on national party 
lines, and every three years has subordinated 
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questions of State business to the choice of 
a senator. The representatives were not to 

take office at once, lest they should be too 
hot from the people: but it has more than 
once happened that the people in an election 
showed cool common sense which they could 
not apply in Congress till another year of 
down-hill legislation had passed. Congress 
itself is so alarmed as to the bad things that 
it may do that it ties and twists itself up in 
red-tape rules which prevent it from doing 
good and needed things. The supreme judi- 
ciary, devised to steady the government and 
right Congress, has reversed its decisions 
from a packed bench, and has been accused, 
in its legal-tender decisions, of telling Con- 
gress it can do what it pleases with the Con- 
stitution. It has been said that our checks 
on government check government. © 

In the evolution of government, and espe- 
cially of democratic government, political 
“parties ’’ have been developed as the means 
of expressing the will of the people. Ina 

. sense, they have existed under all govern- 
ments; in the grand prophetic books of the 
Bible can be heard the clash of opposing 
parties in Israel, one for alliance with Egypt, 
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the other for alliance with Assyria, while the 
prophet-statesman Isaiah, the reformer and 

“mugwump” of his time, pleaded for a 
patriotic self-reliance “‘ whose strength is to 
sit still.’ The “fathers of the Republic,” as 
is seen in the original provision of the Con- 
stitution by which the one second in the vote 
for President should become Vice-President, 

looked forward to a unanimous and millennial 
patriotism, in which parties should be no 
more. But the unanimous election of Wash- 
ington and the “era of good feeling” in 
which Madison was elected with but one dis- 
senting vote were soon followed by party 
dissensions which tore that theory to tatters. 
Patriotism rests on common agreement; | 
parties spring from mutual disagreement. 
Patriots disagree as to what principle or 
policy zs patriotism — hence parties. So long 
as voters differ as to what is best for the 
state, parties exist. They are a natural evo- 
lution, not an artificial invention — as those 
think who would “abolish” parties to cure 
their evils. Parties are the means by which 
the people themselves, self-organized, shape 
their own issues, by formulating the princi- 
ples and naming the candidates for or against 
whom voters are to vote. The alternative 
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of having issues shaped by government offi- 
cials, as for the French fplebzscite, gives a 
bureaucracy or a ministry undue power, and 

_is contrary to democratic method. The 7- 
Jerendum, or direct vote of the people in place 
of decision by representatives, and the direct 
initiative by the people in proposing laws, 
would in no wise dispense with parties. The 
use of parties is to enable each voter to say, 
in a way easy to him, what he wants his gov- 
ernment to do. The more fully we recognize 
that parties are our natural methods of de- 
ciding political issues, the better should their 
function be fulfilled. 

When, on any subject, a whole community 

is of one mind, there can be no “party ques- 
tion.” If the great body of the people wills 
to have something done, it is done; machin- 
ery cannot stand in the way; it gets done, 
despite all. Such questions solve themselves : 
they cannot become “issues.” For “the 
common defense ”’ parties unite and division 
disappears ; even in foreign wars, of expan- 
sion or conquest, the public mind is apt for 
the time to decry as “traitors” those who 
oppose what they think “criminal aggres- 
sion.” An administration seldom fails to get 
a practically unanimous vote, in Congress or 
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Parliament, for war supplies ; difference be- 
‘tween countries belittles and overwhelms 

differences within country. It is only when 
two contestants are of unknown or fairly 
mated strength that there is a struggle. A 
nearly even division is the szze qua non of 
party: otherwise the overwhelming majority 
has its way. This is why there are usually 
two great parties, and no more, and these 
nearly equal in voting strength. 

Parties furnish the means to enable some 
men to vote on one side, other men to vote 

on the other side, of a question in dispute. 
' Thus an “issue”? is made. When a vote is 

taken, on a principle or policy at issue, the 
voting must be for or against, “‘ yes” or “no.” 
On a constitutional amendment, voters do 

vote “yes” or “no” at the polls, but on most 
questions they record themselves on either 
side by naming on their ballots the nominees 
who take the same view that they take. In 
a natural, normal, “ideal” party system, two 
parties, confronting each other in candid and 
honest disagreement, state each in its “ plat- 
form” the principles it represents and the 
policy it proposes, and nominate fit men 
pledged to enact or execute the will of the 
people expressed in their election. A politi- 
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cal campaign is then a great educational 
process for all the people, a common school 
of statesmanship, in which by public meet- — 
ings, through the press, and in personal de- 
bate, each voter may inform himself, “make 
up his mind,” and cast his conscience vote. 

But parties may fail of their purpose, and 
need to be supplanted or re-formed. As the 
Constitution permits amendment by which 
the framework of our government may be 
modified, so our party system permits change 
in the policy or personnel of government. 
When the great parties ignore or evade the 

Re-form of . 
Parties 

real question on which people want to vote, © 
or becloud the paramount issue of the hour 
by multifarious confusion of issues, or when 
they treat party as not a means but an end, 
or subordinate patriotism to party-ism, over- 
throw from without or reform from within 
becomes necessary to one or both. 

Then a new party or third party may be 
needed, to do the work of the chemical re- 

agent which re-arranges molecules and effects 
new combinations in matter. . The early 
statesmen, the politicians of later days, 
evaded the issue of slavery until their eva- 
sion nearly lost us our country; and with 
the watchword of liberty, the Republican 
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party supplanted the Whig party and saved 
the Union. at the awful cost of civil war. 
The early Abolitionists preferred to “throw 
away their votes” as a protest party, because 
what was to their minds the most vital of 
issues was ignored, and thus to open the 
way for a party which would face the issue 
which the great parties evaded. So also the 
present Prohibitionists, the labor ‘men, the 
Irish Nationalists in the English Parliament 
— fanatics willing to be political martyrs in 
a great cause! Thus a third party, reckless 
of present success, builds for the future, hop: 
ing by its initiative to become one. of two 
great parties, or to bring one of the existing 

_ great parties to accept its views. As a 
“dominant. minority,’ holding the balance 
of power, able by alliance with one of the 
great parties or by -opposition to give the 
“casting vote,” such a party may become a | 
most effective element in active politics, | 
wholesome or destructive, vitalizing or cor- 
rupting, far beyond its numerical strength. 
Or, when a great party fails to realize in its 
policy its declared principles, or loses pur- 
pose and seeks only to perpetuate its power 
as an “‘organization”’ or “machine,” or nom- 
inates men untrue to its principles or.unfit to 
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represent the people, then also a “reform” 
vote by those dissatisfied with their own 
party, and not in agreement with the oppos- 
ing party, has its use. Thus the “scratch- 
ing” Republicans of 1879, “voting in the 
air” to clear the air — not the assassins but 
the physicians of their party — using absten- 
tion as a warning silence! Thus the Inde- 
pendents or ““mugwumps” of 1884, uniting 
with their opponents to elect a Democratic 
President in protest against what they 
thought an unfit nomination! Thus the 
“gold Democrats” of 1896, helping to elect 
a Republican President in the interest of 
“honest money” and “sound currency!” 
A third party is, in theory as in fact, always 
a makeshift to supplant or to reform one of 
two great parties, a bridge by which to cross 

. to firmer ground. 
Disintegration of the party system sets in 

when one party becomes so large that its 
victory seems sure, inviting corruption, jeal- 
ousies and divisions, or where both parties 
break into “groups.” For years the domi- 
nant party in. New York city was divided 
into ‘“‘halls,” one of which allied itself: with 

the common enemy when it could not get its 
terms from the ruling faction of its own 
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party. In European legislative bodies, 
“‘sroups’”’ of the Right, the Center, and the 
Left, in shifting and shifty alliances, control 
policies and make or unmake ministries, un- 
til too often principles are forgotten in bar- 
gains for place. Some observers count this 
a normal development of the party system, 
‘but it seems rather to show the deadness of 

decadence — to be revivified into wholesome 
two-sided division when the breath of a live 
question fans the coals. For government 
by “groups” becomes a government by 
cabal, and belittles the influence of the in- 

dividual: by confusing the effect of his vote. 
The abuse of parties is to make them nota 

means but an end, to put party before pazrza, 
party-ism first, patriotism second. This is 
that law of death which nature makes part 
of the greater law of life. Party crystal- 
lizes into organization, and the organization 
seeks to perpetuate itself. The statesmen, 
the voters, who would realize principles into 
action, find the machinery no longer their | 
instrument but their master; the chief engi- 
neer has usurped the captain’s place, and 
is running the ship to suit his pirate crew 
instead of bringing his passengers into the . 
haven where they would be. The “profes- 
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sional politician” is not free from the nar- The “Pro- 
rowing tendencies of the professional mind. 
As the doctor boasts the skill of his operation 
rather than the saving of life, the lawyer 
thinks of the precedents for his case rather 
than the wide principles of justice, the min- 
ister emphasizes joining the church rather 

fessional 
Politician ”’ 

than living the Christ-life, so he has in mind _ 
the saving of the party rather than the sav- 
ing of the country. Thus he avoids facing 

- the paramount issue on which voters want 
to vote, lest the majority should be against 
his party; confuses the mind and throws 
dust in the eyes. of the public by phrasing 
political. platitudes, raising multitudinous 
issues, avoiding specific proposals of party 
action, and abusing the “record” of the 
other party instead of asserting the princi- 
ples of his own; and nominates men who 
represent the absence of principle but who 
wear the party uniform and shout, for loyalty 
to the old flag. Washington, in his Farewell 
Address, warned his countrymen against the 

misuse of parties as ‘“ potent engines by 
which cunning, ambitious, and unscrupulous 

- men will be enabled to subvert the power of 
the people, and usurp for themselves the 
reins of government; destroying, afterward, 
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the very engines which had lifted them to 
unjust dominion.” This is prophecy of the 
modern party “boss,” over-lording his own 
party, and supported by his fellow of the op- 
posing party through the “cohesive influ- 
ence of public plunder” or the necessary 
alliance of political powers,—a situation . 
met at last by revolt of the body of the peo- 
ple against the usurpers of popular rights, 
the more dangerous the longer it is deferred. 

Ina Greek democracy or a New England 
town meeting, where all may meet together, 
parties may make and break, as the issue 
comes, holding together so long as the need 
remains and no longer, whether it be for a 
century or aday. But in a great nation of 
over fifteen million voters, and polling nearly 
fourteen million votes, where there is more 
or less geographical or other difference as 
to what should be the paramount issue, ° 
where a party must include seven million 
voters, living three thousand miles apart, a 
party cannot be organized in the twinkling 
of an eye, or ina single campaign. A high 
degree and wide range of organization is 
required to make clear the principles on 
which, and designate the men for or against 
whom, this enormous number of votes is 
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to be cast. Our parties must have geo- 
graphical unity and historical persistence; 
sectional feeling, the passion of the moment, 
is happily inadequate to their formation. 
With all its disadvantages, this is practically 
one of our most important national safe- 
guards. | 

Yet it is on the fluency of parties that 
their usefulness and the safety of the state 
depend. As the ocean tides sway the drops 
of water, so parties should attract by their 
principles the suffrages of voters, and thus 
give flexibility, and the means of purification, 
to government. Rome fell before internal 

_ corruption and external attack because her 
government lacked adaptiveness and righting 
power; only the overwhelming by new and 
cleaner blood could wash out her stains. Our 
government may endure the longer, because 
we can use parties, one against another, to 

alter or reverse policy within our constitu- 

Fluency 
of Parties 

tional forms without revolution and to purge 
the state of corruption. Parties fall, the 
Republic survives. To accomplish this, we 
must be alert to prevent corruption within 
parties, to reform them on vital issues, to 
overwhelm them when corrupt. It is in this 
way, by the free and prompt transfer of votes, 
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whether one by one, or through a third party, — 
that our nation is kept safe and alive. The 
successive reversals of party successinthe — 
four Presidential elections. of 1884 to 1896 
proved how safely and successfully this can 
be done. But there is yet a simpler way in 
which the individual citizen may have his 
influence in the body politic, —by his part in 
the forming of public opinion. A shower of 
letters in the morning mail on the desks of » 
legislators has carried or defeated many a 
measure, and a president has been influenced © 
on the larger questions of policy by the huzzas 
of the crowd. The good citizen who would © 
have good government must see to it that 
the visible and audible expressions of. public 
opinion represent the higher and not the 
lower thought of the nation. 

Under democratic government, it is of 
first-importance that real issues should be 
put cleanly and clearly to popular vote. 
Our differentiation into national, State, and 
local governments, as well as our division 
into parties, affords this opportunity. The 
broad field of national party should see clear 
lines drawn on the “paramount issue” in 
national affairs, as slavery, or a protective or 
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revenue tariff, or the standard of money, or 
the annexation of territory. A local contest 
is on quite other lines, and chiefly as to ques- 
tions such as how far the town or city shall 
undertake public works, or what should be 
its policy as to the liquor traffic. Yet, since 
national party organization must have its 
roots in district or local organization, it is 
usually through the local machinery of na- 
tional parties, both in America and England, 
that local issues are shaped ; and party names 
and cries are used to influence votes on 
whether or not to build a new road or start 
a new school. A curious result has been 
that in two of our States voters of the same 
party name may take exactly opposite sides 
of a state issue, as when in one State the 

Republican party was for and the Democratic 

Party Cries 

party against prohibition, while in another > 
in the same campaign the relations were re- 
versed. This incidental evil of the party 
system is thus in a measure its own correc- 
tive, for it should teach voters to vote irre- 

spective of party name on real issues, first 
on local and finally on national questions, 
and thus promote fluency of parties and re- 
sponsiveness within them to public opinion. 

If the people, by help of parties, are to 
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Issues decide what they will have done, by electing 
should be men who will enact or execute their will, it 
simple is evident that the issues put before them 

should be few and simple. Only those, 
therefore, need be elected who are as legis- 
lators or executives to define or execute a 
political policy. Those who are to adminis- 
ter justice, as judges, sheriffs, district attor- 

neys; those who are to do routine public 
business, as assessors, clerks, “civil ser- 

vants”’ in general, whose functions are all 
essentially non-partisan, may better be se- 
lected by appointment, or by business exam- 
ination, or by agreement among parties, 

rather than by competitive election at the 
polls. Intelligent choice cannot be made 
by the voter for scores of offices. The 
courts of highest judicial function which 
interpret constitutions and laws are removed 
by the federal constitution from popular 
election, lest calm and wise judgment be 
biased by party controversy, and partisan 
appointments of judges by the executive 
have been violations of its spirit. 
We lack for our democracy a feature which 

Deposition Athens had crudely in its ostracism—a 
by populat method of deposition by popular vote either 

of an elected or appointed officer, by which 
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two-thirds or three-fourths of the voters, a 
number far beyond party divisions, could 
deprive an unworthy or unrepresentative offi- 
cer of his place and deny him reélection, so 
that the people of a State could recall their 
‘senator, or of a city could remove their 
mayor or any officer so unworthy as to have 
lost public confidence to that extent. 

It is too often true that the everlasting 
“yea” and the everlasting “nay,” as Car- 
lyle has it, can be much beclouded and con- 
fused in that foggy present where no stars 
shine clear. There are transitional periods 
when parties represent nothing. The past 
issue is past, the next issue they cannot or 
will not see. The ins are in, and the outs 
mreyout: that is the difference. The ins 
want to keep out, the outs to put out, their 
adversaries. Leaders who fought the old 
battles fear new grounds. They desire to 
“keep out of politics’? the vital issues. 
Sooner or later the spark drops, the flame 
burns: the dead past is bid bury its dead; 
there are new issues, new formings of the 
old, new men. Meantime, however, the vi- 

tality of parties wanes, they become corrupt, 
they become machines for resisting instead 
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of promoting progress. This explains why, 
after a great issue had been solved by a 
great war, the American people set itself 
to petty tasks of administrative reform. 
Before a locomotive can make progress, 
broken rails must be mended, bridges re- 
built, the tracks cleared of cows. This is 
not inspiring work: there is nobody to op- 
pose it—except the owners of cows. Passen- 
gers lay by, and wait for “the other people” 
to do the work. After the wreckage of the 
civil war, this was precisely the task left to 
the American nation: reconstruction, reha- 

bilitation, the clearing away of the spoils sys- 
tem, which last was much resisted by those 
having vested rights in spoils. The war 
party lost enthusiasm in this work, and the 
sutlers displaced generals as leaders. 

Civil service reform was the first need to 
set parties on the right track again. The 
“spoils system’? made parties ends, not 
means. Its working tended to prevent par- 
ties shaping themselves anew to new issues. 
Civil service reform was not a party issue, 
because there was no other side. No valid 
defense of the spoils system could be made. 
on which a party could “go to the people.” 
That is true of most measures affecting gov- 
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ernmental machinery: men will disagree as 
to where they want to go, but they will not 
disagree that if they are to go anywhere the 
locomotive must be kept in good working 
order. Accordingly, struggles for adminis- 
trative reform are not between parties but 
within parties, and chiefly within the party 
which, being in possession, can accomplish 
reform. The contest is between the men 
who see the real use of parties, that is, to 
meet questions, and the men who prefer. in 
their own interest or inertia to keep things 
as they are and leave disturbing questions 
undecided. It is a misfortune when the nom- 
ination of unfit men turns the popular vote 

_ from public to personal issues, or when cor- 
ruption makes necessary a vote upon the. 

mere machinery of administration, or when 
the machinations of politicians confuse the 

citizen with multifarious or beclouded issues. 
This is but clearing away of weeds instead 
of growing crops. Yet when the growth of 
weeds chokes the land, it becomes the first 

business of life to root out the weeds. But 
this must be a continuing process, in politics 

-asin farming. Mere machinery is of little 
avail. Underneath all, public opinion rules ; 
that alone is the final check. Every machine 
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must have vitalizing force behind it; every 
system of spies presuppose an honest man 
somewhere. The people judge the judg- 
ments and rule the rulers. The supreme 
court is that of the whole people. Here 
again we reach universal suffrage, and can- 
not evade it. 

When we ask what government is to do, 
two theories, of individualism and collectiv- 

ism, confront us.. Government must keep 
order, safeguard persons and property, define 
the marital and parental responsibilities on. 
which the social order is based, determine 

property and contract rights and administer 
civil justice, prevent and punish crime, fix 
the political relations of citizens within the 
state and represent them with foreign powers. 
These have been called the constituent func- 
tions, those which constitute government: 
they simply prevent interference with the 
individual and make sure he is let do (datssez 
Jaire) as he will. Government may also con- 
cern itself with the administration of trade 
and industry, of commerce and navigation, 
of labor, of coinage and banks, of highways, 

canals, and railroads, of postal, telegraph, and 
telephone facilities, of water and light sup- 
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ply, of education, of sanitation and quaran- 

tine, of charity, of forestry and fisheries, and, 
through sumptuary laws, of the conduct and 
habits of the people. These have been called 
the ministrant functions, and they may be ex- 

ercised in various degrees, — regulative, con-. 
structive, operative, — until in the extreme 
they culminate in the socialist organization, 
in which each worker is an industrial soldier 

working in state industries under order of 
government officials. These two extremes 
represent the two extreme theories of gov- 
ernment. According to one, government is 
to do nothing — /aisser faire; it is chiefly to 
prevent wrong by policing it. According to 
the other, government is to do everything: 
as the highest type of organized human coép- 
eration, it must be paternal, constructive, 

and accomplish everything. 
In governments, as actually existing and 

working, particularly in the several States of 
the American Union and their great cities, 
almost every variety of combination within 
these extremes is indeed to be found —and 

' this, in foreign countries, without regard to 

the form of government. England, a mon- 
archy in form, is historically the champion 
of ldaisser faire or non-interference govern- 
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ment ; yet it owns and operates telegraph, 
telephone, postal savings-bank, and parcel 
post systems, and has been pushed by its 
democracy through trades unions into ex- 
tremes of factory legislation, Some English 
cities sell water, gas, electricity ; others oper- 
ate street-tramways ; others afford free libra- 
ries, museums, baths, music, recreation for 

their citizens ; London has a free ferry. Ger- 
many and Austria own and operate all their 
railways : France and Russia some ; Italy has» 
taken state possession of all and again put 
their operation under private corporations — 

but a private company supplies through-car 
facilities throughout the continent of Europe. 
Spain works the tobacco factories as a govern- 
ment monopoly, for purposes of revenue ; Nor- 
wegian cities monopolize the liquor traffic in 
the interest of temperance. Germany pro- 
vides compulsory insurance and old-age pen- 
sions for workingmen. The United States | 
favors or taxes specific industries by means 
of a protective tariff. The State of New York 
owns and operates its great canal. It engages 
its prisoners in trades, though laws originat- 
ing from the trades unions prevent sale of 
their products. All American cities maintain 
streets, bridges, parks, libraries, hosp wa- 
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ter-supply ; some produce, others purchase, 
gas or electricity. New York city has a poor 
fund from which free coal has been supplied. 

In the last analysis, the most vital issue 
in politics, in most times and the world over, 
is this between individualism and collectiv- 
ism, the question whether the individual cit- 
‘izen shall do all possible for himself or the 
collective power of the state shall do all pos- 
sible for him. These lines in government 
correspond somewhat to those between “ Pro- 
testant”’ and “Catholic” in religion; “ Be- 
ing a Catholic, I am naturally a socialist,” 

saidone man. The struggle underlies all his- 
tory, for this collective power may be wielded 
by a monarch or in a Republic as well as 
under socialism, in which society undertakes 
to arrange the life of each citizen for the 

collective good, or under communism, in 

which each citizen is compelled to surrender 
his goods or his earnings for the common use. 
The collectivist view is that the state or sov- 
ereign is wiser for each citizen than he can 
be for himself, and that government should 

- have the largest functions; the individualist 
view is that, since the state is made up of 
individuals, and can be no wiser than they, 

each citizen can best decide what he can do 
She 
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best, and so government should be confined 

_ to the least functions. 

Tyranny and 
Anarchy 

From a stage of government in which a 
king was actually sovereign, when the king’s 
will was law, which he made, executed, and 

interpreted, when he chose his advisers and 
servants and cut off their heads as he pleased, — 
when he granted “monopolies” and licensed 
all work and trade, up to the constitutional 
and democratic governments of our own 
times, there has indeed been a development 

in which the large workings of large laws, 
the counteraction between the centripetal 
and centrifugal forces in social organization, 
have been persistently evident, amidst all 
diversities of detail. The continuing strug- 
gle is that. between collectivism, the power 
of the state, whether concentrated in kingly 
power or organized as democratic socialism, 
and individualism, the right of an individual 
to a free path in his affairs so long ashe re- 
gards the rights of others. Tyranny is the 
abuse of one, anarchy is the caricature of 
the other. This conflict of the ages, re-form- 
ing in the past, is not less the question of 
the future, under re-formed democracy, and 

indeed is the natural line of cleavage be- 
_tween the parties in a democracy. 
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Under any form of government, public 
opinion as to what government should do fol- 
lows closely upon what, in its historical de- 
velopment, that government actually does do. 
Regulative functions are in fact so merged 
into operative functions that in many fields 
they are confused in the public mind. 
Americans are so used to the post as a part 
of government, for which large deficits are 
to be paid, that they overlook comparison 
with the not less complicated express, tele- 
graph, and through-car service, admirably or- 

ganized and self-supporting in private hands. 
It is not seen that the government may coin 
money and regulate banks without doing, as 
now, a banking business. In America, the 
coordination of national, State, and munici- 

pal or other local governments has rather 
subordinated the question of what govern- 
ment shall do, to the question which. govern- 
ment shall do it. The line of party cleavage 
between those, originally Federalists, after- 
wards called National Republicans or Whigs, 
and now Republicans, who favored a strong 
central nation and a “broad”’ construction 
of our written constitution, and those ori- 

ginally Anti-Federalists, afterwards called 

American 
historical 
Develop- 
ment 

Democratic Republicans, and now Demo- | 
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crats, who favored State rights and the lib- 
erty of the individual, under a ‘strict’ con- 
struction of the constitution, also divides in 

general those who would have most done 
and those who would have least done by the 
several governments, the collectivists and 
the individualists. But the march of events 
has often compelled the waiver of party 
principle, as when Jefferson, without consti- 
tutional warrant, purchased the Louisiana 
territory from France for the nation. 

In fact, neither extreme plan is in actual 
Neither operation; or, absolutely applied, works. We 
eu may let well enough alone, but we will not 

let ill alone: the sense of brotherhood 
makes us to that extent our  brother’s- 
keeper.. But a government may be fraternal 
without being paternal. The schoolmaster 
proves the cheapest policeman. Christianity, 
humanity, bid us care for the sick, and if 
need be through the state. On the other 
hand, government fails when it undertakes 
to regulate everything by law or to monopo- 
lize or direct business. Some things laws . 
cannot do, They aré indeed nothing unless — 
a public opinion supports them. They are 
nothing when they oppose themselves to 
human nature, to the laws of the universe. 
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“Prohibition does not prohibit.” ‘“ Protec- 
tion does not protect.” To attempt too 
much by governmental machinery either 
makes the machinery our master or breaks 
it down. | 
A free, popular, democratic government 

should indeed fulfill the greatest good to the 
greatest number, and must abide by that 
test. For in a degenerate democracy, which 
does not accomplish this, but results in con- 

' centrating wealth and comfort in the pluto- 
cratic few, in-which under a seeming indi- 
vidualism a real despotism has developed, 
the pendulum is sure to swing toward a col- 
lectivism tending toward socialism and finally 

_ toward communism, the use of the power of 

the state to control business, “‘give every 
man work,” and distribute the social earn- 

ings among all the citizenry. This trend is 
strengthened on the one hand by the pro- 
fessional tendency of an office-holding class 
of ‘“spoilsmen”’ to extend its operations into 
the commercial as well as the political field, 
and on the other hand, by the discontent 
among those who fail to get work as well as 
those who want money without work. 

But the development of modern government 
has been in the struggle of the individual for. 
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his own rights. The ancient monarchy was 
absolute; the modern monarchy is limited. 
The Greek aristocracy constituted the state ; 
the English aristocracy only controlled the 
state. In the Greek democracy the citizen’ 
served the state: in American democracy 
the state serves the citizen. The evolution 
of government culminates thus in the Re- 
public of democracy, the servant and not 

the master of the people, preserving the pub- 
lic peace, protecting the right of the citizen 
to. live his own life, responsive to public 
opinion, of local home-rule, differentiated 
functions and federated nationalty, a govern- 
ment truly of, by, and for the people. The 
citizen is not for the state, but the state for 
the citizen. | 

Socialism is the re-action, or retrogression, 
which seeks to make democracy no longer 
individual, but a collectivism. The citizen 

is not to live his own life, to mind his own 

business, to control his own affairs, to be 
his own master, but is to surrender his in- 
dividuality to a collective control of private 
as well as public affairs, for his own good 
and for the good of all. The citizen is again 
to serve the state. It is an honest nostrum 
for the cure of evident present ills of demo- 
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cracy. But to cure those ills we have, we 
are to “fly to others that we know not of.” 
The argument for socialism is a roseate as- 
sumption that because some things, as roads 
and streets, are effectively managed by the 
state, —though roads may be ill made and 
streets ill cleaned, — therefore the state 

should manage all and subordinate the citi- 
zen. The possibilities of the “boss” ina 
socialistic state are beyond imagining, for 
there are other motives than money. So- 
cialism is the offer of a social Catholic and 
infallible church to give peace of mind to 
the perplexed Protestant willing to surrender 
his liberty of action to a state Pope called 
the People. It transfers tyranny from mon- 
archy to democracy. It is the backward © 
swing of the pendulum. 

In all government the question how it 
shall be used is doubly dependent upon the 
question how it shall be paid for.. As money 
has become more and more the lever of private 
affairs, taxation has become more and more. 

the problem of government. With progress, 
the security of the person being assured, the 
security of property becomes prominent. It 
is evident that many questions, sure to be 
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the live issues of ourselves and our immediate 
descendants, are questions of property, to be 
settled by taxation. The payment of the 
national debt, the banking system, the cur- 
rency question, the revenue and tariff issue, 
the land question, the restriction of corpo-. 
rations, communism itself, to all these gov- | 

ernment must make answer in terms of tax- 
ation. On what, on whom, how and to what 
extent shall taxes be laid—to these simple 
but not very easy problems the questions ots 

the present and the immediate future resolve 
.themselves. Taxes are a payment by the 
people which may be the most productive 
and useful or the most wasteful and harmful 
of investments, according to the methods by 
which and the purposes for which they are 
used. 

Those values which result not from the 
labor of individual brains or hands, but from 
natural resources or social development, 
would seem to belong not so much to individ- 
uals but to the community, either for com- 
mon, that is, any one’s use, or for use by the 

state or the sovereign as the embodiment 
of the common-wealth. Thus the sovereign 
owns all the land, and titles to individual 
holdings trace back to “grants,” and are 
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subject to rights of “treasure trove,” of sub- 
surface values, and in general of ‘eminent 
domain.” The heroic defense in England of 
“commons,” rights to pasturage, to hunting, 
to fisheries, has been against encroachments 
by grantees—not against the sovereign 
rights. A chief problem to be solved through 
taxation is how to retain for the people these 
social values without encroaching on individ- 
ual rights and earnings, or taking from citi- 
zens the stimulus to individual effort. Henry 
George’s assertion was that this whole pro- 
blem centered on the land and would be solved 
by a “‘single tax” which takes for the com- 
munity the rent of the land, its yearly return 
from natural superiority or social develop- 
ment, and leaves to the private owner right 
of possession and the yearly return from his 
labor in tilling it or his capital in improving 
it with buildings. Nature gives not only to 
some land, but to some brains, greater pro- 
ductive capacity than others, and while 
patent and copyright laws, as provided by 
the constitution, and the security guaranteed 
to private property, assure to him the fruits 
of his brain labor, ‘income taxes” and legacy 
and succession duties are ameans of reclaim- 
ing for the community some portion of the 
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larger wealth which the codperation of the 
community has enabled the richer man to 
acquire, as in the year of jubilee the Jews 
were required to make restitution. 

This “ social increment,” in non-republican 
states, as even in democratic England, be- 
comes in large measure the income of the 
sovereign, who in free gift or from motives 
of policy, returns it in some measure for the 
use of the people. Thus the palaces and the 
parks of monarchs become the museums and 
playgrounds of the people, in many of ‘the 
effete despotisms of Europe,” and music and 
other entertainment, like the panem et circen- 
ces of decadent Rome, are sops to Cerberus. 
Republican France has taken over from the 
Empire the traditions of a state-supported 
opera, theatre, and school of music, with free 
performances on public holidays, and the suc- 
cess of these as educational institutions has 
led many Americans to look favorably upon 
this degree of socialism. Certainly, in a de- 
mocratic republic, the people should come 
to their own, and be not less “ well off’ than 

under less popular forms of government, and 
when the fruits of the social coéperation ac- 
crue rather to a plutocracy than to the peo- 
ple, there is sure to be social discontent. 
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The remedy is perhaps in recovering for ex- 
penditure on behalf of the people, through 
taxation, the benefits of the social increment, 

and leaving the people otherwise untaxed, so 
that they have money to use for private and 
self-supporting enterprises of social improve- 
ment or entertainment. 

There are some things worth doing which 
must be done, if at all, by government, be- Large 

cause no less extensive form of social organ- Fro plese 
ization can cope with the large problem in- 
volved. An imaginative astronomer has 
indeed seen on the planet Mars evidence of 
a human life and of a world-codperation, gov- 
ernment on the grandest scale, in a great 
system of canals, necessary in the drying-up 
stage of the life-history of that planet, to 
supply water from its polar to its torrid 
regions. A great river flows through thou- 
sands of miles; millions at its mouth are 
dependent upon thousands at its source. If 
forests are destroyed, droughts and floods 
follow. No less organization than the power 
of the nation can cope with affairs of this 
magnitude. There was like justification for 
the first Pacific railroad, built across the 

continent during the civil war, and for the 
Erie canal in the early history of New York 
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State. So, too, in our cities, adequate breath- 
ing-spaces can be provided, in great and 
small park reservations, only through the 
governmental machinery of the municipality 
on whose behalf the State exercises its right 
of eminent domain. In water-supply, the 
same large treatment is needed. Educa- 
tion is a necessary equipment for the citizen 
in a democracy, and as some parents could 
not or would not supply it to their children, 
the state provides it for al! and compels all 
to come in. The undertaking of postal as 
well as educational service by most govern- 
ments is an outgrowth of both lines: mail 
communication is a matter of education, but 

is also concerned with vast distances and 
wide public interests. All these are very 
practical questions to us and to those who 
shall come after. | 

It may indeed be said that in government, 
as in all human affairs, in the complexities 
and cross-currents of modern life, it is easier 

to state principles than to apply them. All 
governments are the evolutionary results 
of a process of adaptation. Every step is 
a resultant of, a compromise between the 
forces of inertiaand of change. Each states- 
man is in a sense an “opportunist,” biding 
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the right moment to bring his principle into 
play. There is continual conflict between 
those advocates of principle who desire al- 
ways to act now, radically and perhaps rashly, 
and those advocates of policy who would wait 
“the more convenient season” which perhaps 
may never come. Between this Scylla and 
Charybdis, the statesman, the citizen, must 

always be making his difficult choice. There 
are times when the highest principle is the 
timely expediency. 

As men come together and the world be- 
comes one, it is seen that the brotherhood of 

man is the goal of a true and wide patriotism. 
Yet patriotism, the largest of virtues, may 
be de-humanized into the most deadly of vices. 
“ Our country, right or wrong!” is a war-cry 
of savagery, not of civilization. ‘Our coun- 
try — may it always be right!” is the peace- 
word which prevents war. That parties, 
differing in domestic affairs, should perforce 
unite in any quarrel, however unjust, with 
foreign peoples, is a superstition directly in- 
citing party leaders to foreign wars when 
domestic dominance is in jeopardy. The 
bravest patriotism is that of the citizen who 
dares stay his country from wrong-doing in 
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face of that wild overwhelming of public 
opinion — “ By Jingo, we will! ’’ — with which 
the savagery latent in humankind breaks out 
in each generation. The horrid argument 
that wars “ better business,” — which means 

for the time the diverting of workers from 
productive pursuits into a consuming army, ~ 
the lessening of their number by killing and 
maiming, the waste of material and destruc- 
tion of property, and the misdirection of 
transportation and other industries to un- 
productive purposes, — means also that the 
fire which reduces a city to ashes amid a 
holocaust of human lives is for the common 
weal. This is the devil’s logic of half truth 
— and this sowing of tares indeed brings bit- 
ter harvest. 

As the wide earth has been “settled,” as 

the migratory tendency therefore becomes 
less tribal and more individual, as travel, 

commerce, education, civilization, the unifi- 

cation of the world, break down the barriers 

of race; as, on the other hand, men, less 
“subject ” to the forces of nature or to brute- 
force of men, are their own masters, come to 
their own, own themselves —the evolution 

of manhood develops toward self-governing 
democracy, and makes for peace. Thus at 
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the close of the great century of progress, 
despite outbreaks of war and conquest and 
injustice among the nations of the earth, 
national relations have broadened into inter- 
national relations, a court of arbitration for 

all nations is growing from a hope to a ful- 
fillment, and an injustice to one man con- 
vulses the whole world. A true democracy, 

in world-wide brotherhood, will lead mankind 

toward an age of golden peace. 
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A book which may be said to fix the highest watermark of the pro- 
gressive thought of the closing century. The opening sentence of the 
first chapter—the Foreword — contains the fundamental idea of the 
whole book: “ Life is an art.” — Library News-Letter, Wilkes Barre, Pa. 

Life is presented through its various forms of expression as the high- 
est of all the arts, and this art is perfected by education, not only through 
its technical processes but through business, politics, and religion; per- 
sonality attaining its complete growth only as it is drawn out through 
these large activities, and only as it adequately expresses itself in these 
comprehensive relationships. — Ze Outlook. 

“The Arts of Life’ teaches that of all the knowledge in life the 
knowing how to live is the most important. The perfect life is that 
which is in accord with the underlying, pervasive, universal scheme of 
things. — Public Opinion. 

The essayist is thoughtful, original, comprehensive, and classic. In 
many places he is ideal, brilliant, and very suggestive, well-nigh a master 
in thought and expression. — Zion’s Herald. 

Mr. Bowker’s own thoughts are worth being thus recorded for the 
benefit of others. But the indirect interest of his book, its stimulating 
influence, will be to many of his readers quite as real a reason for enjoy- 
ing what he has written. He writes in an easy, fluent style which still 
does not lack acceptable crispness and force. What he has to say 
invariably is said well, although with no affectation or parade. — Zhe 
Congregationalist. 

We will not venture to say that the book contains no error; but we 
do say that it contains in little space very much important truth ; truth 
well put, easily understood, and such as—to use a phrase of Lord 
Bacon’s, of whose essays Mr. Bowker’s sometimes remind us in more 
than their titles — comes home to men’s business and bosoms. — Boston 
Advertiser. 

The whole volume is an attractive treatment of the many questions of 
social economics that are every day giving thinking people food for 
thought. Mr. Bowker is clear in his argument and charming in the 
purity of his diction, and the reputation of the Riverside Press or 
artistic work is fully maintained. — Springfield Republican. 

In an age so full of feverish eagerness to drink the wine of life to the 
lees and wait not, we may well be grateful for every such calm survey of 
the larger possibilities of existence and its finer aspirations, and no one 
can read Mr. Bowker’s volume without feeling that the atmosphere of 
his work-a-day world has been cleared somewhat by the breath of some 
diviner air blown upon him from the heights. — Zhe Dial. 



Of Caducation 
Very seldom indeed has a more illuminating word been written on 

education. — Hartford Courant. 

Dt Wusniress (Ln separate form. 16mo, pp. 54, cl. 50c.) 

The essays on business and politics are the most striking and most 
valuable. Inthe former we have an admirable account of labor, capital, 
trusts, wages, profit, —in fact, all the questions so prominent in our 
modern economic life. — 4. Y. Commercial Advertiser. 

Dt politics (Zz separate form. 16mo, pp. 67, cl., 50c.) 

The essay on politics is especially well-conceived and luminous. It is 
full of such information as the American citizen ought to know. — 
Church Standard, Phila. ; 

His essay on politics is one of the best things that we have lately 
read. Not that we accept all it contains; but what it presents is so 
clearly presented and the temper of its style is so reserved and fair that 
reading it is like listening to the talk of an urbane and diplomatic man 
of the world. — Zhe Jndependent. 

It is the work of a thoughtful man, who would see America built up 
on the good which lies ready in the other nations to our hand, if we 
would but look for this rather than for the evil. It is throughout a 
book of reconcilements, and of proof that life, with many sides, has one 
heart. — Chicago Evening Post. 

It is occasion for thankfulness that there are such wise, brave, and 
‘Inspiring books as “ The Arts of Life.” It is an optimistic, not an easy- 
going faith that influences the treatment of these subjects, and the 
chapter on “ Politics ” is noteworthy in its firm and brilliant handling of 
the significance of our American form of government, with its mistakes, 
perils, and triumphs. — Zhe Living Age, Boston. 

DE Religion 
The chapter on religion is a noble expression of broad and sympa- 

thetic thought and feeling. — Library News-Letter, Wilkes Barre, Pa. 

It is one more contribution to the mass of argument which seeks to 
persuade those thoughtful enough to read it that the kingdom of God is 
within us and that environment cannot shake our soul’s peace if we will 
that it shall not. The white light of this great truth dawned upon the 
world nineteen centuries ago. Such books as “ The Arts of Life” are 
prisms ; they help us to see the component parts of the steady ray. — 
Brooklyn Eagle. 
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